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 TMD spreadsheet follows 
the same process as this 
proven conceptual design 
flowchart 

 Desired range, Mach 
number, and maneuverability 
determine the baseline

 Expedites design 
convergence 
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Introduction

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Following definition of mission requirements such as range and velocity and selection of a baseline configuration the aerodynamics module is exercised. Aerodynamic data input to the aerodynamics module includes the missile diameter d, missile length l, nose length lN, surfaces aspect ratio A, surfaces chord c, surfaces thickness t, and the missile center-of-gravity xcg. Then calculates the zero-lift drag coefficient CD0, normal force coefficient CN, aerodynamic center location xac, pitching moment control effectiveness Cm, lift-to-drag ratio L/D, and the required tail stabilizer surface area ST. The output of the aerodynamics module, along with the default data of the baseline missile, is an input into the propulsion module.Propulsion This is when the practitioner considers the range & time-to-target requirements which takes into account parameters such as fuel type, chamber pressure, expansion ratio, and burn time required to satisfy these mission requirements. For a ramjet engine, the input data also includes the inlet capture area A0, heating value of the fuel Hf, equivalence ratio , combustor exit temperature T4, and the type of inlet. The propulsion module output for a rocket motor includes incremental velocity V, thrust T, and specific impulse ISP. Weight module is next. Input data includes the initial estimate of missile launch weight WL, propellant weight Wp, density , and the maximum allowable stress max of the structure materials. The weight module provides an estimate of aerodynamic heating, surface and inner wall temperatures, required airframe and motor case thickness, localized buckling stress, bending moment, motor case stress, total weight, center-of-gravity, moment-of-inertia, and the density/weight of subsystems. The flight trajectory spreadsheet has closed form, analytical equations for one- and two-degrees-of-freedom trajectories. The closed form, analytical equations provide better design insight into the driving parameters and usually eliminate instabilities, which can be a problem for a more sophisticated time marching numerical integration of the equations of motion. ***The input includes the initial altitude, initial velocity, and the type of flight profile (e.g., boost, sustain cruise, coast).  The output includes flight range, altitude, and velocity versus time. Finally, the designer compares the output of the flight trajectory spreadsheet against the mission flight performance requirements. If the missile design does not meet the performance requirements, the process is repeated until the requirements are satisfied.  The modularity of the spreadsheet and the default baseline missile data reduce the time required for data input in the next iteration. Once flight performance requirements are met, the measures of merit (e.g., lethality, miss distance, survivability, cost) and launch platform constraints are evaluated. For example, the warhead lethality parameters include the blast pressure and kinetic energy penetration.  Miss distance parameters include the missile time constant and the miss distances from heading error and a maneuvering target.  Costs are provided for EMD cost, production cost of the 1000th missile, and the unit production cost of other missile quantities.  Again, the design is iterated until the measures of merit and constraints are satisfied. (Eugene Fleeman’s Missile Design-Development-System Engineering-Presentation – PowerPoint)



Tactical Missile Design Spreedsheet
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Illustrate the simplicity of the user interface 



Tactical Missile Design Spreedsheet
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before, a user defines the geometry and leading-edge position of each component, then the spreadsheet iteratively sizes the wing and tail fins to provide zero static margin corresponding to the specified Mach number. This entails the original design specification is being altered to produce a more neutrally stable configuration. While this function may be beneficial and provide insight to the initial design and stability of the projectile, keeping the original tail dimensions may be desired.



Tactical Missile Design Spreedsheet
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This tool was developed in Excel because it allows visibility behind each interim calculation. Shared familiarity of software between engineers and management so both parties can effectively utilize this tool.



 Harpoon Missile, an all-
weather, over the horizon, 
anti-ship missile

 MK-84 Joint Direct Attack 
Munition, a 2,000 lb., all-weather 
precision guided “smart bomb”
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Updates and New Baselines
*Projectiles not to scale



Updates and New Baselines

 Previously: Tail surface was iteratively sized to provide zero-static 
margin
 Now: User has the option to utilize a specific tail configuration

 Previously: Detailed analysis of different flight paths were not fully 
incorporated 
 Now: Ballistic, loft, coast & glide trajectories

 Previously: A discrete atmospheric lookup table was required
 Now: A linear interpolation of atmospheric conditions exists 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tail is iteratively sized to provide zero static margin at the "Tail Sizing Mach number", with the given geometry and leading-edge position.



Use Case Example

 Attaching deployable wings (GBU-39) to an SDB (M982 
Excalibur)

 Determine apogee of flight then maximum lift-to-drag ratio, 
using optimization, to then calculate glide range

 Result: an estimated range of 60.5 km (37.6 mi)
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GBU-39 M982 Excalibur

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
launch conditions: zero angle-of-attack, zero altitude (ground launcher), launch angle of 60 degrees and launcher exit velocity of Mach 3.60.5 km = 198,600 ft.



 Dissected every physics-based 
equation driving the TMD 
spreadsheet

 Developed an independent model 
from proprietary software

 Consulted with missile design 
expert, Eugene Fleeman
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Verification and Validation
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